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PLAINTING IN THE MINING INDUSTRY 
Grievance 

MR J.N. HYDE (Perth) [10.03 am]:  My grievance is to the Minister for Resources and Assisting the Minister 
for State Development and concerns plainting in the mining industry.  Many of my constituents are involved as 
investors, contractors or employees in the industry, which is as much about investing as it is about on-site 
minerals exploration and extraction.  Good economic times bring out the best and worst in people.  Although we 
suffered real stagnation in new mining investment under eight years of a Liberal government, we now find that 
genuine explorers, both juniors and majors, are undertaking real exploration which, of course, means big bucks, 
real jobs and good science - genuine investment that has mining as an outcome. 

We also have the usual leeches, sycophants and shysters who do not care about real investment, infrastructure or 
local benefits.  As spectators they want to take up mining leases as spoilers to stop a competitor.  Some are in the 
old-fashioned extortion business.  They plaint a mining lease and aim to bog people down in the Warden�s Court 
or the Supreme Court and thus get people to fork over money, shares or some other advantage to them 
personally.  Their rationale is not the intent of the law and the Warden�s Court.  They want to make leaseholders 
�use it or lose it�. 

In 2002 the Auditor General noted that some 2.3 per cent of titles in force are plainted each year.  The annual 
requirement for titleholders to submit technical and expenditure reports is aimed at ensuring that tenements are 
being actively developed, claimed annual expenditure is demonstrated, and a public record of mining exploration 
and activity is kept.  I understand that reporting obligations are supposed to be ensured by a combination of 
industry self-regulation and monitoring by the Department of Industry and Resources.  The Auditor General 
noted that only 20 per cent of technical reports are submitted by the due date and a further 20 per cent have not 
been submitted within a year of the reporting date.  I note that the Auditor General, in a follow-up report in 2005, 
noted that the Department of Industry and Resources has made significant progress in implementing 
recommendations from the 2002 report.  Well done, minister!   

Clearly, idle tenements mean lost revenue to the state and the industry and lost development of a potential 
resource.  In 2001-02, the last year of the Liberal government, only $686 million in mining royalties was 
returned to the state.  Today, under a Labor government, it is about $2 billion.  A more stringent vetting of 
expenditure and technical reports could really boosts the state�s income and that of the industry.  It frustrates me 
and some of my constituents that we have an enormous amount of gypsum in the state, for example, but we keep 
importing it from Thailand rather than actually mining more of our own.  I offer some constructive suggestions 
about reforms that could improve our �use it or lose it� regime. 

I note that I had the honour to represent the minister recently in my mining electorate of Perth when the Nigerian 
Minister for Mines and a huge delegation of Nigerian officials met investors and a number of junior miners listed 
on the Australian Stock Exchange.  The miners operate overseas, mainly in Africa and Asia. 

A common theme seems to be coming from genuine people in the industry who have turned tenements into 
working mines and have not speculated or on-sold.  It is that the current fee of $50 to lodge a plaint is 
ridiculously low.  A $50 fee actually encourages, as the Auditor General put it, the opportunity to use plainting 
in a vexatious or malicious manner.  I argue that, if the fee were raised to $500 with a $5 000 or $20 000 
refundable bond, the incentive on all sides would be enhanced.  An honest plainter would have no qualms in 
lodging a bond because he would clearly have the means and the intent to spend cash on a tenement anyway.  He 
would have the added incentive to expedite the hearing so that he could access his cash.  The onus would also be 
on plainters to use their cash or lose it.  At the same time the department would have more resources and, more 
importantly, time to crack down on recalcitrant leaseowners.  They would be more encouraged to spend the 
investment levels they agreed on because there would be more pressure on the Warden�s Court, and perhaps the 
minister, to forfeit leases and impose realistic fines.  With higher plaint costs genuine plaints could be 
investigated to see if real expenditure had been undertaken. 

I also encourage the consideration of online payment for renewals and licence fees.  It seems archaic that we rely 
on someone missing a payment or a renewal because of the federal government�s contracting out of Australia 
Post services.  Online payment would ensure that there was no administrative excuse as a person would get an 
acknowledgement once he had paid online. 

I now refer to a person who has made serial appearances in the Warden�s Court, Ross Atkins.  Back in 1999 his 
associated company, St Barbara Mines, attempted to block the transfer of 14 million St Barbara shares to 
Westgold Resources, which had a legal right to them through call options.  In that same month of February two 
of Atkins� companies, Montleigh Pty Ltd and Emlen Pty Ltd, were put into voluntary administration when 
Westgold Resources won a $8.76 million judgment against them and Atkins.  Atkins was rightly declared 
bankrupt.  A directors� search shows Colin Ross Atkins having been a director and/or secretary of about 30 
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companies.  I note that in a different Warden�s Court transcript involving Atkins, Emlen Pty Ltd and Saladar Pty 
Ltd against Messrs Watson, Moses, Moses and Miss Godard, Atkins was asked - 

Are you a director and shareholder of each of Emlen Pty Ltd and Saladar Pty Ltd? 

He responded - 

With some of the companies I am a director and with some of them I am secretary. 

He was asked - 

Do you know in respect of these two what you are? 

He said - 

No, I don�t really - no. 

He was asked - 

Do you control them? 

He said - 

I totally control them. 

The reference to this exchange is volume 7, folio 1, page 2708.    

How can a person properly and ethically carry out his duties as a company director, and specifically as a 
secretary, if he does not know what position he holds and what is his true legal involvement?  I refer to a current 
case in the Warden�s Court in August 2006 involving a company called Wildbeach, of which Atkins is a director 
and 50 per cent shareholder.  In sworn affidavits it is alleged that Atkins has engaged in a breach of director�s 
and fiduciary duty, and has connections to a plainter, Nicole Williams, in that he is controlling her in the conduct 
of the plainting.  I note that Atkins had previously persuaded two now directors of Wildbeach to buy out his 
sister�s, Pat Gray�s, 50 per cent stake some four years ago.  In the current plainting case in the Warden�s Court, 
Wildbeach has been mysteriously plainted by a Nicole Raye Williams.  Ms Williams did not attend during the 
four days of the hearing.  Atkins did not actively support his co-directors in defence of their plaint.  Atkins, 
however, did turn up to the August hearing together with his sister, Pat Gray.  Gray was seen to be giving 
instructions to Williams� lawyer.  Prior to that lawyer leading closing submissions, he asked for a recess to get 
instructions and he got those instructions from Gray.  The other two directors stated that at a board meeting in 
April 2006, Atkins admitted to being behind previous plaints against Wildbeach. 

The Auditor General clearly condemns the cancerous and incestuous nature of this sort of unconscionable 
behaviour in the mining industry.  Directors plainting against their own companies not only is unethical but also, 
I would argue, should be as serious a charge against a director as bankruptcy. 

MR J.J.M. BOWLER (Murchison-Eyre - Minister for Resources and Assisting the Minister for State 
Development) [10.11 am]:  I thank the member for Perth for the grievance.  I will not comment on the 
personalities in the individual cases that he raised, but I will refer to the administration of the act.   

The Mining Act 1978 is a very good act and is highly regarded around the world.  It has been copied in various 
jurisdictions outside Western Australia and Australia.  It is an act that, under various Liberal and Labor 
governments, has seen the wealth of Western Australia hinge upon its operations.  As the member pointed out, it 
now produces $2 billion worth of royalties and a large number of jobs for Western Australians and other 
Australians.  Despite that, there is no doubt that at times the act and the regulations come under pressure, and we 
can always make the provisions of the act work better.  We are constantly talking to people in the industry to 
make sure we can do that.   

I see the act as a balancing act.  As the member said, the main tenets of the act are its first-in-time aspect and the 
use it or lose it aspects and balancing that is sovereign risk.  We want people to use the tenements they have 
pegged; we do not want them to sit on them.  At the same time, we do not want frivolous or vexatious plainting 
over those tenements to the point that prospectors, junior mining companies or major mining companies are 
spending their resources protecting their tenements instead of spending their resources on the tenements.  We 
have these balancing acts between the genuine miner, of which the member for Perth says he has many in his 
electorate.  The member for Perth and I often jibe at each other - he says he has more mining in his electorate of 
Perth, because that is where the mining companies are based, than I have in my electorate of Murchison-Eyre.  
We often joke about that.  However, the member for Perth has correctly pointed out that there are genuine 
mining people and the bulk of the industry comprises good prospectors; very committed people who create this 
wonderful wealth for Western Australia.   
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However, there are those people who try to find an easy way to make money and sometimes they hinder others 
who in the process of their work are trying to get on with the real job of finding new ore deposits and mining 
them for the state�s future wealth.  We have what we can call the genuine miners versus the real estate agents; 
the genuine miners versus the serial plainters, whose only job is not to gain control of the tenement but to force a 
settlement out of court.  With that in mind, we are always looking at the act to make sure that it works as 
efficiently as it can.   

A person who is granted a tenement is required to spend a certain amount of money on either exploration or 
mining.  If a person spends that money, he should not have any worry.  However, he may still be plainted.  
Sadly, about three years ago we had a situation in which there were serial plaints, under the annual expenditure 
requirements form 5, on any tenement that came up for renewal.  Tenements that were huge open pit operations 
that were operated on a day-to-day basis were being plainted.  At that stage no cost could be awarded against the 
plainter in the Warden�s Court and, as a result, we had these serial plaints.  No-one could find out who one of the 
main plainters was.  There were a few Chinese walls between the plainter and that individual through the 
companies processes.  An address in Mt Lawley was tracked down.  Eventually, the person�s name was revealed 
and because he did not want the ignominy of exposure he stopped plainting.  Now the warden has the authority 
to issue costs against frivolous or vexatious plainters, and that has reduced that problem to a large degree.  
However, the member for Perth mentioned that the Auditor General has raised the issue of increasing the 
application cost from $50 to $500, plus the lodgement of a bond over the possible costs of the Warden�s Court 
hearing.  I do not agree with the member�s suggestion of increasing the licence application cost from $50 to 
$500.  We want to keep costs as low as possible.   

We have been talking with the industry and have agreed that later this year we will introduce an amendment to 
the act that will allow the tenement holder to apply for a Warden�s Court order.  If the warden believes the 
plainter is a serial plainter, he will be forced to lodge a bond for all the costs of that particular Warden�s Court 
application.  While it keeps the cost for a genuine plainter down, the serial plainter could be faced with the cost 
of bonds.  At the end of the Warden�s Court process, if the warden believes that the plainter is a frivolous and 
vexatious plainter, that bond would be acted upon and the costs would be awarded to the court or the tenement 
holder.  We believe that is the best way of handling this issue.   

The member raised the prospect of online lodgment of form 5s - the expenditure requirements.  We are working 
through that.  It will involve not only a legislative change, but also a software change within the department.  
That will happen and, hopefully, within 12 months it will be possible to lodge form 5s online.  I thank the 
member for Perth for his interest in this issue.  With all that mining province in the centre of Perth, I know it is 
an issue that is very close to his heart.   
 


